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1) Check for suction at the back of the unit, (SEE PICTURE BELOW) after removing 
the hose from where it attaches to the back of the vacuum. NOTE: Make sure the pre-
motor filter is inserted. 

                   
A. If NO suction at back of unit…  
a) Unplug unit from outlet 
b) Check dirt cup to see if empty 
c) Check pre- and post-motor filters for debris 

        Dirty filters can restrict airflow. Wash with warm water and let  
     completely dry before using. 
 Note: The white HEPA Media Post-Motor Filter is not  

washable. 
  •Unplug unit from outlet 
d) Check behind Pre-Motor Filter-Tray… 

Remove the filter-tray and look to the rear of the filter-tray cavity. 
Any/all debris must be removed 

e) Check the upper tank for build up or clogs 
 »  Twist the inner cyclone to the left and pull down 
 » Wipe the inside of the upper tank and separator plate with a  

damp cloth moistened with water or mild cleaning detergent. 
   » Once the inner cyclone is dry, lock back into the machine by  

pushing up and turning to the right 

   » Put the dirt cup back in 
I If still no suction, Please take the unit to an Authorized Service Center to 

have a Quality Technician inspect the unit. 
 

No Suction or Unit Blowing Dust

Pet Hair Eraser 3920, 87B4
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B. If YES, there IS SUCTION at back of unit… 
a) Check for GOOD suction at the end of the upholstery hose 

  If there IS GOOD SUCTION at end of upholstery hose… 
  » Make sure the hose is firmly connected to the lower  

   hose on back of vacuum.  
» Is the brush turning? If not, Remove access plate and check the 
brush and belt for damage. If brush will not turn by hand, or belt is 
broken, replace the damaged part._ Clean off any debris on the 

brush.  
» Check for clog/debris in lower hose 

If NO suction at end of upholstery hose: 
» Completely detach upholstery and run broom handle thru it to 
remove clog. NOTE: A coat hanger is not recommended to 
clear a clog, as it may damage the hose.  
» Check the hose for cracks or holes, if none, upholstery  hose 
is probably clogged.  Detach the hose from the machine. Insert a 
broomstick into the hose to push any obstruction through to the 
opposite end. NOTE: A coat hanger is not recommended to 
clear a clog, as it may damage the hose.  
» Make sure dirt container is correctly set into place. There  
   should not be a gap between dirt container and upper tank. 

b) Check the upper tank for build up or clogs 
1. On the back of the unit remove the bent end of the suction hose 

(rotate clockwise and pull out) and the clear L shaped molded 
tubing from the upper tank (pull from top and the bottom will come 
out). (SEE PICTURE BELOW) 
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2. Check the left and right holes where the tubes were pulled off for 
debris, as well as the lower hole where the clear tube inserts. 

      
 
3. Check the clear tube itself for debris. 
4. Re-attach the tubes once clear of debris 
5. Wipe the inside of the upper tank and separator plate with a damp 

cloth moistened with water or mild cleaning detergent, let dry 
completely before inserting the dirt cup. 

c)  Check pre- and post-motor filters for debris 
 Dirty filters can restrict airflow. Wash with warm water and let 

completely dry before using. 
d) Check the pre-motor filter-tray cavity for debris (just below the dirt 
cup). Specifically, look into the back of the filter-tray cavity for debris that 
has traveled up the tube inside the upper tank and lodged behind the 
filter-tray.  (SEE PICTURE BELOW) 

 

 
Note: The white HEPA Media Post-Motor Filter is not washable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


